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Immortal Life,  A Prophecy 
 
I saw the sun glowing 
And the willows arching down,  
yearning for the rippling image 
 
And an overabundance flooded all things 
soaked, waterlogged in yellow 
 
And the peels fell from their oranges 
And the springs sprang from their clocks 
And the trees shed their moss like skin 
And all the races were mixed together 
 
And images of the past swooned the people  
as they swooped across the sky,  
pulling eyes and hair in circles 
 
Blood trickled down weakened veins,   
as skulls peeked through blue skin 
 
And a cage sliced through the continuum in all 
directions with its traveling shadow 
And the birds flew into their pens 
And the foxes snuck to their foxholes 
And the hearts synced their beatings 
And the footsteps roared with a single thunder 
And circles became perfect 
 
Men yoked the sun and drank its rays 
A new space was forged from numbers 
Absence and presence took root as the twin basis 
of all things 
 
The firmament was lined with soil 
The celestial was plated in glass,  
and we watched our faint teeth flickering 
 
And vision became perfect 
And eyes moved rapidly, like fire trucks,  
like whistles, hot steam, zig-zagging like molecules 
 
Purses opened, clinking their coins 
Chains linked with other chains 
Lipstick clung to brittle mouths 
Teeth poked through pink gums  
   
Sons no longer knew their fathers 
Mothers lay fallow with their barrenness 
ridiculous in their flagging maternity gowns 
 
All that had been, remained. 
 



 
 
 
 
Hope was abstracted - voided of its content  
but harnessed as a function 
as the inevitable dandelion which does not cease  
to regenerate itself 
 
Men placed their hopes in the relative.   
Those who could extinguish their peripheral vision  
did so 
Those who could not - chose to invent new hopes,  
as midwives 
Spitting out stars only to orbit around them 
like rocks 
 
Spitting out all that is tepid, all that is complete 
all that has been forged and quenched 
 
Everywhere magma flowed into lava, between the 
islands built by the strong 
and destined to peter and dwindle 
 
A new race of metallurgists secretly went to work 
 forging horizons and landscapes 
They built expressways and destinations for reaching  
Pasting sunrise and sunset to false domes 
in order to satisfy a need 
 
Destroying all that has cooled 
Huffing smoke onto their fires with desperate bellows 
Doing in order to undo 
Unmaking so as to make 
 
Unmasking again and again  
in a search for a communicable core, 
The core which announces its own existence,  
but only acts in connection, n-ary, and is nothing 
 
 it lies as it connects, 
"bearing all" not by pointing inwards, but by pointing 
at the mute shadow, the nowhere which draws our eyes,  
pulling us by the hair into itself, forward, 
 so that we arrive  
not nowhere, but further along, no closer to nowhere 
 
 
 
 


